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ABSTRACT 

The evolution of Si bulk minority carrier lifetime during the heteroepitaxial growth of III-V on Si multijunction solar cell 
structures via metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) has been analyzed. In particular, the impact on Si life
time resulting from the four distinct phases within the overall MOCVD-based III-V/Si growth process were studied: (1) the 
Si homoepitaxial emitter/cap layer; (2) GaP heteroepitaxial nucleation; (3) bulk GaP film growth; and (4) thick GaAsyP^y 
compositionally graded metamorphic buffer growth. During Phase 1 (Si homoepitaxy), an approximately two order of mag
nitude reduction in the Si minority carrier lifetime was observed, from about 450 to <1 (is. However, following the GaP 
nucleation (Phase 2) and thicker film (Phase 3) growths, the lifetime was found to increase by about an order of magnitude. 
The thick GaASyP^y graded buffer was then found to provide further recovery back to around the initial starting value. The 
most likely general mechanism behind the observed lifetime evolution is as follows: lifetime degradation during Si 
homoepitaxy because of the formation of thermally induced defects within the Si bulk, with subsequent lifetime recovery 
due to passivation by fast-diffusing atomic hydrogen coming from precursor pyrolysis, especially the group-V hydrides 
(PH3, AsH3), during the III-V growth. These results indicate that the MOCVD growth methodology used to create these 
target III-V/Si solar cell structures has a substantial and dynamic impact on the minority carrier lifetime within the Si sub
strate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Multijunction solar cells (MJSCs) based on III-V com
pound semiconductors are of great interest for lowering 
the cost of solar energy because of their extraordinary solar 
energy conversion efficiencies that can exceed 40% under 
solar concentration. They are also the mainstay technology 
for space photovoltaics because of the advantageous 
specific power parameters—W/m and W/kg. There is 
likewise great interest in merging III-V MJSCs with Si 
substrates, which would replace the conventional, and 
more costly, Ge and GaAs substrates currently used for 
MJSC technology. The successful attainment of III-V/Si 

hybrid MJSCs would thereby link the already demon
strated efficiency potential of III-V semiconductor 
multijunction architectures with the low cost, large area, 
and wide availability of Si substrates, helping to reduce 
the cost of solar electricity toward levels that hold promise 
to become competitive with conventional sources. Addi
tionally, depending upon the method of integration, the 
Si substrate itself could participate as an important power 
producing subcell in such an arrangement. 

Interest in III-V/Si photovoltaics (PV), at varying levels 
of magnitude, goes back many years, but scientific ad
vances over the past decade or so, as well as modern PV 
economics, have ignited a significant surge in attention 



and activity in this area [1-7]. While there are a number of 
approaches for achieving such materials integration, of 
current particular interest for the formation of ideal 
multijunction structures is the growth of metamorphic 
III-V materials on Si by way of GaP nucleation and com-
positionally graded GaAsyP^y buffer layers [2,8,9]. The 
vast majority of the effort in this direction has concentrated 
on the optimization of the heteroepitaxial growth of III-V 
compounds on Si, ranging from the GaP nucleation layer 
and GaASyP^y graded buffer to ideal GaAsP and GalnP 
upper subcells [2,9-11], with the primary goal being the 
minimization of crystal defects (e.g., antiphase domains, 
stacking faults, and threading dislocations). To this end, 
good quality metamorphic III-V materials and devices have 
indeed been reported, demonstrating great promise toward 
the achievement in the goal of Ill-V/Si solar cells [2,10]. 
However, little to no work has focused on the Si, which 
plays a key role as not only a growth substrate but also as 
an active bottom subcell, and the potential impact upon it 
with respect to these III-V heteroepitaxial processes. 

In conventional Si PV, it is well-established that the 
bulk minority carrier lifetime (r) is not a fixed, intrinsic ma
terial property, but rather strongly depends on the thermal 
history and processing environment in which the solar cell 
is manufactured [12]. It is thus worthy of note, then, that a 
wide range of ambient environments can be present within 
a metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) en
vironment—the generally accepted industry standard for 
large-scale III-V epitaxy. This includes not only conditions 
required for the growth of the aforementioned III-V mate
rials but also the formation of the Si bottom junction itself. 
While the Si p-n junction can certainly be formed via tradi
tional ex-situ diffusion-based methods [13,14], in-situ 
formation within the MOCVD reactor, such as via the pre
viously reported method of n-type homoepitaxial emitter 
growth on a p-type substrate [15,16], which would reduce 
the total number of process steps, is of great interest. To 
this end, a strong influence of the MOCVD environment 
on minority carrier lifetime during one type of in situ Si 
junction formation (i.e., in situ diffusion) has already been 
previously reported by the authors [17]. 

Therefore, because the Si minority carrier lifetime will 
not only govern the performance of the Si bottom subcell 
but in turn will also impact the entire multijunction device 
and its optimal design [18], it is important to fully under
stand the impact of the MOCVD processing on Si lifetime. 
Despite the achievement of high-quality III-V layers inte
grated on Si substrates, the impact of these steps on the 
Si bulk lifetime has not been explored to date. Accord
ingly, in this paper, we report the results of a systematic 
study in which the individual phases of the MOCVD based 
Ill-V/Si heteroepitaxial process have been examined with 
respect to their impact on the p-type Si minority carrier 
lifetime. The growth process was found to heavily influence 
the p-Si bulk lifetime, with a massive reduction observed 
following the first phase (Si homoepitaxy) and a stepwise, 
full recovery during the subsequent III-V heteroepitaxial 
phases. This lifetime evolution was attributed to a dynamic 

defect formation and passivation mechanism that is directly 
related to the Ill-V/Si growth process. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

An Aixtron 3x2 close-coupled showerhead MOCVD sys
tem (ALXTRON SE, Herzogenrath, Germany), with a graph
ite susceptor, was used for all epitaxial growths in this work. 
The substrates used were p-type (B-doped, 1-5 Í2 • cm) 
float-zone (Fz) Si(100), intentionally misoriented 6° toward 
<011 >. The native oxide on the as-received Fz-Si substrates 
was removed via etching in an fluorhydric acid (HF) solution 
prior to loading into the reactor. The effectiveness of this 
simple chemical clean with respect to preparing silicon wa
fers for III-V heteroepitaxy, as compared with more time-
consuming methods like the Radio Corporation of America 
(RCA) Standard Cleaning or Ishizaka-Shiraki processes, 
was previously reported by the authors [17]. The overall pro
cess used for the epitaxial Ill-V/Si and Si subcells has been 
previously reported [15,16] and is described briefly here, 
noting the four major phases. Phase 1 is the growth of the 
homoepitaxial Si emitter, which was conducted at 760°C 
using a dilute SiH4 source (typically used for n-type doping 
of III-V compounds) with a growth rate of ~5 A/min; this 
essential step also serves to bury any residual surface con
tamination, namely carbon, which can lead to non-ideal 
GaP nucleation, and is thus unavoidable. Phase 2 is the 
atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) GaP nucleation [16], performed 
at 450°C, yielding approximately 6 nm of total GaP growth 
and a total growth time (i.e., precursor exposure) of around 
2.5 min. Phase 3 consists of standard (i.e., non-pulsed) GaP 
growth at 550°C to a total GaP thickness of 250 nm and a 
growth time of 30 min. For both Phase 2 and 3, 
triethylgallium (TEGa) and tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP) 
were used as Ga and P sources, respectively. Phase 4, the 
final step in the process used for this study, is the growth 
of step-graded metamorphic GaAsyP^y buffer layers at 
725°C, terminating at a composition of GaAso.7Po.3- For 
the present study, the total buffer thickness (including a thick 
terminal composition cap layer) was 3.2(im, with an 
aggressive grading rate of 1% misfit per (im and total growth 
time of 110 min. In this case, trimethylgallium (TMGa) was 
the Ga source, while arsine (AsH3) and phosphine (PH3) 
were used as the group-V precursors. 

To track the evolution of the bulk Si minority carrier 
lifetime throughout the growth process, multiple samples 
were produced after the four different process phases de
scribed earlier. Before performing minority carrier lifetime 
measurements, all III-V epitaxial material was removed 
via etching in a HC1: HNO3 solution. Moreover, at least 
1 (im of Si surface material was also stripped away to 
ensure a clean surface. The etched sample was then passiv-
ated in a 0 . 0 5 M quinhydrone-methanol solution bath [19]. 
To verify the reproducibility of the lifetime measurements, 
especially with respect to the quinhydrone passivation 
quality, as-received Si reference samples were processed 
(etching and passivation) and measured in parallel with 
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the target samples. Bulk minority carrier lifetime of the 
p-type Si was measured at 300 K by photoconductance 
decay with a Sinton WCT-120 tool (Sinton Consulting 
Inc., Boulder, CO, USA), which has a lower end detection 
limit of approximately 1 (is. Generally, the lifetime 
measurements used a photocarrier injection level, An, of 
10 cm~ , but for very low lifetime values, (i.e., <10|is) 
the injection level was necessarily reduced to 10 cm~ . 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 . Process-dependent minority 
carrier lifetime 

Table I presents the bulk Si lifetime data as measured after 
the four different phases of the Ill-V/Si epitaxial process 
described in Section 2, with data from the as-received 
wafer included for comparison. For Phase 1, the 
homoepitaxial Si emitter growth, two different layer thick
ness, and thus growth times, were considered: 20 nm 
(40min) and 90 nm (180 min). It is here, Phase 1, where 
one of the key results of this work is observed. That is, a 
massive degradation of more than two orders of magnitude 
of the minority carrier lifetime appears to occur over the 
course of the homoepitaxial Si emitter growth. Given that 
a lifetime reduction from 432 to only 6 (is was observed 
for even the relatively short growth period (40 min), the ap
parent rate of degradation is quite rapid. An additional 
140 min (70 nm) of growth reduces the lifetime further to 
1 (is. However, because this is actually the lower limit for 
the instrumentation being used, it is possible that the actual 
lifetime of the 90 nm emitter sample is even lower. Regard
less, the low lifetime values observed in both cases are 
clearly detrimental to PV performance. 

Nonetheless, as shown in the remainder of Table I, 
while the Si homoepitaxy was found to yield a drastic life
time reduction, it was also found that the III-V MOCVD 
growth process (Phases 2-4) does exactly the opposite, 

Table I. Average minority carrier lifetime for float-zone (Fz)-Si 

wafers after lll-V heteroepitaxy. All epitaxial material and some 

wafer surface material have been removed to enable direct 

measurement of the Si bulk lifetime. An as-received Fz wafer 

is included for comparison (Phase 0). A maximum standard 

deviation of 7.5% was measured for these samples. 

Growth 

Temperature time Precursor An z 

Phase (°C) (min) species (cm - ) (us) 

0 1015 432 

1 760 40 H2, SiH4 1014 6 

1 760 180 H2, SiH4 1014 1 

2 450 2.5 H2,TBP, TEGa 1015 30 

3 550 30 H2,TBP, TEGa 1015 72 

4 725 110 H2, PH3, AsH3,TMGa 1015 467 

providing an equally drastic overall lifetime recovery. 
However, the observed recovery process is less straightfor
ward. After Phase 2, the GaP nucleation step, the lifetime 
was found to have increased by at least an order of mag
nitude, to about 30 (is, despite the very short duration 
(2.5 min), low-temperature (450°C) GaP ALE process. 
Continued "bulk" GaP MOCVD growth for 30 min at 
550°C (Phase 3) provided about another factor of two im
provements. The most substantial and remarkable Si life
time recovery back to around its as-received value then 
occurred in Phase 4, the long (110 min), high-temperature 
(725°C) GaAsyP ly buffer growth. 

These results indicate that the MOCVD growth method
ology used to create these target Ill-V/Si solar cell 
structures, with a focus on elimination (or at least minimiza
tion) of structural defects, actually has a substantial and 
dynamic impact on the minority carrier lifetime within the 
Si substrate. It is fortuitous that the sequential effects, as a 
function of the four deposition phases outlined earlier, return 
the Si lifetime to its starting value. The following sections 
focus on the likely degradation and recovery mechanisms 
associated with each phase of the growth process. 

3.2. Lifetime degradation and 
recovery mechanisms 

3.2.1. Phase 1: lifetime degradation. 
Neglecting the small contribution of SiH4 to the process 

atmosphere—the SiH4 partial pressure is very low 
(-4.4 x 10~ mbar) because the associated source is nor
mally used for III-V doping, making large flows unavail
able—the homoepitaxial emitter growth is very similar to 
annealing under pure H2 (within an MOCVD environ
ment), which has been previously reported to produce a 
rapid degradation of the Si lifetime [17]. This prior work 
by the authors was able to narrow the possible mechanisms 
for this degradation down to three, which due to the 
process similarity, should also apply to the present case 
observed during the high-temperature (760°C) Si 
homoepitaxial growth (Phase 1). Namely, these potential 
degradation mechanisms are (1) the in-diffusion of some 
lifetime-killing impurity associated to the MetalOrganic 
Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) process (e.g., Zn, a typical 
p-type dopant used in MOVPE that could back-diffuse 
from the reactor vacuum system); (2) the in-diffusion of 
transition metals (e.g., Cu, Fe, and Ni) coming from heated 
parts of the MOVPE reactor; or (3) the formation of crystal 
defects as a result of the thermal treatment of the wafer. 

With respect to the first possibility, an important feature 
of an extrinsic diffusion mechanism is that any such impu
rity should show a decreasing concentration with depth 
into the wafer, provided that the diffusivity is not such that 
the diffusion front can extend deep enough so as to pro
duce an effectively homogeneous distribution throughout 
the entire wafer thickness. High impurity /defect concentra
tion near the wafer surfaces can produce an effective bulk 
lifetime reduction, similar to that seen with high surface re
combination velocities [18]. Therefore, if the lifetime 



degradation observed here is the result of some in-diffused 
impurity species, then removal of sufficient material from 
the wafer surfaces (where the concentration of the impurity 
would be highest) should result in an effective bulk life
time recovery. 

Table II presents the results of just such an experiment 
where a chemical etch (CH3COOH:HN03 : HF) was used 
to uniformly remove over 20 (im of surface material from 
lifetime-degraded Si wafers, with a comparison of pre-etch 
and post-etch minority carrier lifetimes, zi and rf, respec
tively. Prior to etching, the p-type Fz-Si wafers were 
submitted to lifetime-killing, high-temperature (830°C) an
neals in H2 ambient of either 2 min or 30 min, as well as 
different pre-anneal treatments (with and without HF oxide 
etching). As seen in Table II, the degraded bulk minority 
carrier lifetimes were found to remain constant after etch
ing, if not even slightly lower, suggesting that lifetime 
degradation is indeed a bulk effect rather than a surface-
induced effect. The very minor differences (i.e., slightly 
lower post-etch values) may be related to the passivation 
quality, which could be slightly impacted because of in
creased surface roughness resulting from the deep etch. 

In order to verify these results, the diffusion profiles of 
the most likely impurity of concern for the MOCVD-based 
anneals shown in Table II, Zn, have been calculated using 
a simple Fickian diffusion model and are presented in 
Figure 1. Zn was considered as the most likely candidate 
because it is a typical p-type dopant in III-V semiconduc
tors, and thus traces could be present in many MOCVD 
environments. Zn is also a fast-moving impurity with 
strong lifetime-killing effects in Si; concentrations as low 
as 10 cm~ are capable of ruining minority carrier 
lifetime [20]. A Zn-in-Si diffusivity (at 830°C) of 
4 x 10~ cm /sec [21] and a constant surface impurity con
centration (Cs) were used. It has been reported that, under 
some circumstances, the diffusion of Zn in Si deviates 
from the standard error function (erfc) profile and follows 
a kick-out diffusion mechanism [22]. However, according 
to the same work, the erfc profile always represents the 
most intense diffusion for wafer thicknesses below 
500 (im. As such, a Zn erfc profile should then establish a 
working upper-limit "worst case" scenario for the situation 
under consideration here. As such, the calculated final im
purity concentrations (Cf¡), given in Figure 1, are higher 
than if they were calculated by a kick-out diffusion profile. 

Table II. Minority carrier lifetime comparison before (r¡) and after (rf) 

etching the Si wafer. The estimated removed thickness from each 

side of the wafer, At, according to wafer weight measurements is 

included in the last column. 

Sample 

A 

B 

C 

Cleaning Treatment 

HF 2min830°C 100mbarH2 

HF 30min830°C 100mbarH2 

None 30 min 830°C 100mbarH2 

i 

(MS) 

60 

5 

9 

Tf 

(MS) 

54 

5 

7 

At/side 

(Mm) 

22.5 

25.6 

23.0 

According to the calculated diffusion profiles in 
Figure 1(a), samples B and C, which underwent long, 
high-temperature anneals, yield post-etch near-surface im
purity concentrations, Cf and Cf , respectively, of about 
half the starting concentration. Because the impact of such 
a relatively small concentration change on the Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) recombination lifetime is also relatively 
small, as indicated by Figure 1(b), the results from samples 
B and C are effectively inconclusive because of the lack of 
sufficient sensitivity. Sample A, on the other hand, which 
received a considerably shorter anneal, should be much 
more telling. The calculated impurity concentration at the 
etch point, Cf (22.5-(im deep), is reduced by nearly 50x 
compared with the initial surface concentration. Such a dif
ference in Zn concentration should induce an approxi
mately equally large change in SRH lifetime [20], as 
shown in Figure 1(b), making Sample A the more sensitive 
test case. Nonetheless, just as with samples B and C, no 
difference was observed between the lifetimes mea
sured for the pre-etched and post-etched measurements 
(i.e., T¡ a Tf) for sample A. Finally, for a degree of independent 
verification with respect to the potential in-diffusion of Zn, 
a sample of Fz-Si, which received the same chemical clean 
as the pre-epitaxy samples, was annealed in an ultra-high 
vacuum molecular beam epitaxy chamber at 700°C for 
60 min. This system—consisting on a sample holder made 
of molybdenum and tantalum and a baking plate made of 
sapphire—with an idle chamber pressure of < 3 x 10 
mbar has never made use of Zn. Nonetheless, the anneal 
resulted in a similar degradation of the minority carrier 
lifetime to a value of 8 (is. 

These results indicate that there is likely no depth de
pendence in the lifetime-killing recombination sites, but 
rather suggests a fully homogeneous distribution of defects 
or impurities (i.e., Cs ~ Cf). This then effectively rules out 
the case of relatively slow diffusers (e.g., Zn), but does 
not necessarily rule out the potential for fast diffusers 
(e.g., Fe), which tend to yield uniform concentration 
distributions in the absence of any kind of gettering effect, 
or the possibility of thermally induced crystal defects. 

Regarding Fe contamination, injection-level dependent 
recombination lifetime measurements [23] of as-received, 
lifetime degraded, and lifetime recovered samples, after 
light soaking, indicate that Fe is indeed present in bare sil
icon wafers; but it has been found that it is most likely not 
the limiting source of lifetime degradation. This suggests 
that either the influence of other recombination centers 
cannot be neglected or other factors—such as atomic H 
as will be commented in the succeeding paragraphs—are 
having a key role in the FeB —> Fei dissociation dynamics. 
Accordingly, results with respect to Fe are currently incon
clusive and consequently, further investigations with 
DLTS are ongoing to clarify this topic. 

Taken together, these results strongly indicate against 
an in-diffused impurity mechanism as the cause of the ob
served Phase 1 lifetime degradation. Instead, the more 
likely mechanism is that the thermal treatments experi
enced by these samples—both H2-annealed (Table II) and 
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Figure 1 . (a) Calculated diffusion profiles of Zn in Si for annealing times and temperatures as applied to samples A and B (C) described 

in Table II. An arbitrary constant surface impurity concentration (Cs) was considered. The data points indicate the anticipated final sur

face impurity concentration (Cfi) after performing the chemical etch for each sample from Table II (i = A, B, C). (b) Evolution of the Si 

Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination lifetime as a function of the Zn concentration according to Colleti [20]. The final concentra

tion (CfA)—calculated from tfA—and the initial concentration (CiA)—expected to be in the order of 50 times higher than CfA according 

to Figure 1(a) for Sample A, which showed the largest potential change in impurity concentration—have been plotted to quantify the 

variation in terms minority carrier lifetime (tiA vs tfA). According to this model, tiA should be in the range of 1 us; being significantly 

ower than the actual value (60 us). 

homoepitaxial Si (Table I)—is leading to the formation of 
either extrinsic or intrinsic defects [24]. Examples of such 
extrinsic defects are the formation of complexes with low 
pre-existing concentrations of C and/or O (such as thermal 
donors) or extended defects (such as the well-known 
swirls); while point defects (e.g., in-diffused vacancies) 
are examples for intrinsic defects. 

In this sense, such defects and their deleterious effect on 
the minority carrier lifetime have been widely reported. For 
example, the formation of oxide precipitates during ther
mal treatment is accompanied by the nucleation of ex
tended lattice defects, which become recombination 
centers by attracting and concentrating otherwise low-
density impurities present in the wafer bulk [24]. Of 
course, extended defects can also be produced as a result 
of the mechanical stress during the thermal process [24]. 
In this sense, Wang et al. [25] reported that the formation 
of swirl defects is conditioned by the cooling rate of the 
sample after being submitted to a high-temperature 
annealing. In this respect, they stated that slow cooling 
rates (~l°C/sec) for a dislocation-free, swirl-free crystal is 
critical for obtaining high minority carrier lifetimes, 
avoiding the formation of lattice micro-defects related to 
fast cooling rates [25]. Moreover, the agglomeration of in
trinsic defects can result in the formation of so-called swirl 
defects, which can act as nucleation centers for oxygen 
precipitation, degrading the minority carrier lifetime [24]. 
In a different study, Usami et al. [26] reported a correlation 
between lifetime degradation and formation of vacancies 
and V-O complex defects on swirls-containing crystals. 
On the contrary, lifetime degradation in swirls-free crystals 
was related to the formation of tiny defects, dispersed 
along the crystal, generated during the crystal growth as a 
result of the suppression of swirl defect generation [26]. 
In all cases, these defects act as recombination centers pro
ducing lifetime degradation. 

Separately, Graff and Pieper [27] explained the varia
tion in lifetime observed at room temperature after speci
mens were quenched from high temperature by assuming 
reactions between impurities and intrinsic defects, or just 
as a result of intrinsic defects, which act as recombination 
centers. One example of this are vacancies, which become 
frozen-in during quenching and can react with residual im
purities present on interstitial sites, yielding recombination 
centers. Moreover, vacancies can also act as recombination 
centers themselves [27]. 

Heating and cooling rates of no more than l°C/sec were 
employed for this work, which should allow for sufficient 
thermal equilibration and prevention of excessive defect 
freeze-in. However, unlike in conventional diffusion-based 
cell production, where optimized emitter and/or back-
surface field (BSF) formation processes provide beneficial 
defect gettering, these epitaxial structures received no such 
treatment. Therefore, the degradation observed here is con
sidered as effectively anomalous mainly because it is not 
being automatically mitigated by the cell formation pro
cess. Future epitaxial process development should be able 
to take this issue into account. 

3.2.2. Lifetime recovery during phases 2—4. 
According to Table I, a progressive lifetime recovery is 

observed during the III-V epitaxial steps, Phases 2-A. This 
lifetime recovery is most consistent with a passivation 
mechanism where the previously formed (in Phase 1) re
combination center defects are effectively mitigated. The 
most likely source of this effect is that of H passivation 
through the in-diffusion of atomic H. Atomic H is an ex
tremely fast interstitial diffuser in Si [21], capable of pene
trating deep into (or even entirely through) the wafer at the 
process conditions employed during the III-V epitaxy 
steps (Phases 2-4). 



The role of atomic H as a versatile passivation agent has 
been widely reported in the literature [12,28-33]. In partic
ular, its effect on neutralizing recombination centers in Si 
has been well-studied. For example, the suppression of 
swirl defect formation by H doping has been reported by 
several authors [34,35]. Moreover, it has been reported that 
hydrogenation of metallic impurities in Si wafers can yield 
a significant reduction in associated trap states, with re
ported reductions for interstitial Fe of a factor of 5 [32] 
and up to nearly two orders of magnitude for Zn [28,36]. 
Similarly, Ammerlaan [28] and Stolz et al. [36] reported 
the passivation of a range of both acceptors (B, Al, Ga, 
Be, and Zn) and donors (P, As, and Sb) by the formation 
of stable acceptor-H and donor-H complexes. Similarly, 
Karzel et al. demonstrated the beneficial effect of hydroge
nation (by means of atomic H) on the improvement of the 
average effective bulk minority carrier lifetime in 
multicrystalline Si [30], and Ulyashin et al. reported the 
lifetime improvement via H-passivation of dangling bonds 
within bulk structural defects in single-crystal Si [12]. 
Therefore, it is very likely that, regardless of the specific 
source of the lifetime degradation, atomic H can act as an 
effective passivant, yielding a recovery of the minority 
carrier lifetime. 

The observed lifetime recovery during the growth of the 
III-V layers (Phases 2-4) suggests a link to the introduc
tion of the group-Ill and/or group-V precursors into the 
reactor chamber. Additionally, the differing extents of re
covery—approximately an order of magnitude through 
Phases 2 and 3, and another order of magnitude through 
Phase 4—suggests a dependence upon the identities of 
the precursor species themselves and/or the associated 
growth temperature for the different phases. Phases 2 and 
3 utilized TEGa and TBP as the Ga and P precursors, re
spectively, which should provide a small amount of avail
able atomic H [37]; Phase 4 utilized TMGa [38] and PH3/ 
AsH3, the latter of which (i.e., group-V hydrides) should 
provide substantially more atomic H, especially at the 
higher (725°C) growth temperature [39]. Although the 
SiH4 used for the homoepitaxial Si in Phase 1 would also 
be expected to yield some atomic H, the combination of 
process temperature (760°C) and pressure (150 mbar) actu
ally favors the formation of H2 [40]. Additionally, note that 
dissociation of H2 itself at such temperatures, without 
some catalyzing or reactive species, has also been reported 
to be disfavored [41]. 

The presence of P-based precursors also suggests some 
potential similarity to the recovery observed during high-
temperature PH3 annealing, as previously described by 
the authors [17]. However, it is important to point out that 
this prior work demonstrated significant levels of P in-
diffusion because of the high (>800°C) annealing tempera
tures and direct exposure to the Si surface, thereby likely 
offering some degree of defect gettering; no significant P 
diffusion is found for the lower temperature epitaxial 
GaP/Si case presented here [15]. Interestingly, a small 
amount (-5x10 cm~ ) of group-V species (As and P) 
was indeed found to incorporate via background doping 

during the homoepitaxial Si growth [15], indicating that 
their presence alone is insufficient to yield lifetime 
recovery. 

To further investigate the likelihood of an atomic H pas
sivation mechanism, a final set of experiments was con
ducted, the results of which are presented in Table III. 
Here, 250 nm GaP-on-Si wafers were produced following 
Phases 1-3, as described previously. These samples were 
cleaved into pieces and subjected to a range of anneals 
within the MOCVD reactor under different precursor am-
bients (PH3 and AsH3) and temperatures (from 550 to 
725°C). In this sense, by increasing the annealing temper
ature, a more effective pyrolysis of the corresponding hy
dride is expected, and consequently higher doses of H 
will be applied. The as-grown material (i.e., unannealed) 
is denoted as sample B. In this case, the Si substrates used 
were high-quality Czochralski (Cz) wafers, with the same 
nominal doping and resistivity, as well as a similar as-
received minority carrier lifetime (sample A), as the Fz wa
fers used in the prior measurements. Note that the Phase 3 
lifetime measured in sample B here is also similar to that 
seen for the Fz results shown in Table I. 

The item of note is the result observed for Sample C, 
which received a 90min 725°C anneal in PH3. This anneal 
was found to provide more than an order of magnitude in
crease in the lifetime, yielding a recovery back to (and even 
slightly higher than) the as-received value for the Cz sub
strate, similar to that seen with the Fz-Si after Phase 4 growth 
(Table I). First, this sample, along with Samples A and B, 
suggests no impact of the wafer type (Cz versus Fz) on the 
lifetime degradation and the recovery mechanisms for this 
process. Second, and more importantly, this result supports 
the conclusion of H-passivation as the source of lifetime 
recovery. As noted earlier, previous investigation of po
tential P-diffusion into Si across the GaP/Si interface via 
annealing under these same conditions (725°C, PH3/H2 

ambient, 120min) revealed to appreciable diffusion pro
file, as measured by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SEVIS) 
[15] leaving H-passivation as the only likely contender. 

Consistent with the hypothesis of lifetime recovery due 
to atomic H-passivation and reduced pyrolysis kinetics of 
the group-V hydrides at lower temperatures (thus yielding 

Table III. Average minority carrier lifetime for Czochralski (Cz) Si 

wafers after l l l -V heteroepitaxy. All epitaxial material and some 

wafer surface material have been removed for measuring the bulk 

ifetime. An as-received Cz wafer was included for comparison. 

Growth 

Phase 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

Temperature 

PC) 

— 
550 

725 

650 

650 

600 

550 

t ime 

(min.) 

— 
30 

90 

90 

90 

90 

90 

Precursor 

species 

— 
H2 ,TBP, TEGa 

H 2 , PH 3 

H 2 , PH 3 

H 2 , A s H 3 

H 2 , A s H 3 

H 2 , A s H 3 

An 

( C I T T 3 ) 

10 1 5 

10 1 4 

1 0 l h 

1 0 l h 

1 0 l h 

1 0 l h 

1 0 l h 

f 

(MS) 

444 

40 

475 

165 

336 

370 

279 



a lower dose of atomic H), when decreasing the PH3 an
nealing temperature from 725 to 650°C (Sample D), the 
degree of lifetime recovery is also reduced, down to 
165 (is, only about 4x greater than the initial (Phase 3) 
value. Elucidation of whether this PH3-based recovery is 
limited by a lack of available atomic H or the result of 
the lower temperature is not possible because of the limited 
range of PH3 flows available in the MOCVD reactor used 
for this work. Therefore, to further examine this effect, an 
AsH3 anneal under identical conditions, Sample E (650°C, 
90min), was also performed. The AsH3 anneal resulted 
in an ~8x increase in lifetime over the initial value, which 
double that observed under PH3 (Sample D). In fact, a 
similar degree of recovery was observed for AsH3-based 
anneals all the way down to 550°C. At such lower 
temperatures, the likelihood of any group-V diffusion into 
the Si is effectively eliminated, further supporting the 
H-passivation mechanism. 

The difference in magnitude of recovery observed for 
the two different species at 650°C is worth some examina
tion. Because these anneals were completed at the same 
temperature, the difference suggests that the passivation 
is not limited by temperature but rather the availability of 
atomic H, which is likely related to the relative pyrolysis 
kinetics and/or thermodynamics of the two hydride spe
cies. That is, AsH3 dissociates at the surface more readily 
than PH3 [39] because of its reduced molecular bond 
strength; AsH3 (H2As-fl) has a significantly lower bond 
dissociation energy (for removal of the first H), 3.31 eV, 
versus that of PH3 (H2P-#), 3.64 eV [42]. Based on a sim
ple thermal Boltzmann analysis, this would suggest a dif
ference in atomic H supply from the two hydride species 
of two to three orders of magnitude for the range of anneal
ing temperatures examined here, reasonably consistent 
with the difference in lifetime recovery observed for the 
AsH3 (Sample E) versus the PH3 (Sample D) annealing 
at 650°C. This same analysis also suggests strong temper
ature dependence for the supply of atomic H, and thus life
time recovery, which would be consistent with the 
behavior observed for the PH3 annealing at 725 and 650°C. 
Of course, such a simplistic analysis ignores the more com
plex chemical realities in such a reactive system—for ex
ample, the detailed reaction pathways on the GaP and 
GaAsyP^y surfaces of interest (as opposed to mere thermal 
"cracking") will strongly impact the actual reaction/ 
dissociation kinetics—as evidenced by the relative lack of 
temperature dependence of the AsH3 anneals (Samples 
E-G). It is also worth noting that a weak trend in the 
AsH3 could exist, but is obscured by small errors in the life
time measurement because of, for example, the quality of 
the quinhydrone surface passivation, although care was 
taken to ensure that all samples received identical prepara
tion. Of note is the fact that the AsH3 anneals were found 
to cause the GaP surface to roughen significantly, which 
was not observed for PH3 or even pure H2 annealing and 
is presumably due to As-P displacement. The roughening 
effect was also found to track with increasing annealing 
temperatures; 725°C AsH3 annealing effectively resulted 

in the complete decomposition of the GaP film (thus its lack 
of inclusion here). As such, it may be possible that the ex
cess strain in the GaP had some secondary impact on the un
derlying Si. 

Finally, while H-passivation is effective for yielding a 
recovered lifetime, the question of longevity and stability 
deserves some attention. In this respect, although the pas
sivation offered by atomic H has been reported to be indef
initely stable at lower temperatures [43], it is important to 
highlight that if the H supply is interrupted and the temper
ature is still high enough to break the associated bonds, de-
hydrogenation can occur [30], and lifetime will be again 
degraded. Accordingly, post-growth device processing 
must be designed and carried out using a limited thermal 
budget in order to avoid the depassivation of the recombi
nation center defects. It is fortuitous, then, that the typical 
thermal budget for III-V-based device processing is gener
ally low enough (<450°C) to satisfy this requirement. 
Accordingly, the passivation of the atomic H is expected 
to remain stable during Ill-V/Si solar cell processing and 
application. 

4. IMPACT OF SILICON BULK 
MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME ON 
SOLAR CELL PERFORMANCE 

In order to quantitatively assess the impact of the minority 
carrier lifetime evolution observed on the electrical perfor
mance of a bottom cell working in a Ill-V/Si MJSC, we 
have simulated its Jsc , V 0 o and FF at 1 sun (AM1.5D) 
as a function of the Si bulk lifetime. The study presented 
in this work has been carried using Sil vaco TCAD [44], 
with which we have previously obtained reasonably accu
rate numerical simulations for conventional III-V MJSCs 
[45]. We have considered a Si homoepitaxial (i.e., abrupt 
junction) Si emitter of 90 nm with a doping concentration 
of ND=10 cm~ and a 300-(im-thick base. GaP nucle-
ation (which also serves as a heteroface window layer) 
and GaAsyP^y compositionally graded buffer layers have 
been added to the top of the Si junction. As we will focus 
on the bottom cell performance, no tunnel junctions or up
per III-V cell structures have been included; the terminal 
III-V structure has been simplified to a 2.5-(im-thick 
GaAs0.7Po.3 layer. 

The aim of simulating the complete multilayer structure 
is to account for the complex optical behavior of the +10 
nucleation, buffer and top-cell upper layers, rather than 
simply applying a cut-off wavelength to the spectrum. By 
doing so, the light propagation through the layered struc
ture is calculated, which has a great influence in the 
quantum efficiency (QE) of the bottom cell, as is seen in 
Figure 2. From the simulated internal QE (IQE), the 
2.7-(im-thick GaAs0.7Po.3 (top cell + buffer) is found to ab
sorb all the radiation for wavelengths up to 675 nm, ac
cording to its 1.78 eV direct gap. It is also clear that there 
is substantial room for improvement in the Si subcell infra
red response because of the absence of any BSF, 
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Figure 2. Simulated internal quantum efficiency (IQE) and exter

nal QE (EQE) of the Si bottom cell (i.e., with no back-surface field 

and GaP/Si interface recombination velocity of 10E6cm/s). 

Recall that the simulated cell structure includes the GaP 

nucleation/window, GaAsyP1-y compositionally graded buffer, 

and GaAs0.7Po.3 top layers. No anti-reflecting coating (ARC) or 

rear reflector was included in the simulated structure. 

passivation strategy, or optical reflector at this first stage. 
The simulated external QE (EQE) shows the well-known 
oscillations because of the resonant cavity effect in the 
quasi-transparent upper layers. The average EQE value is 
relatively low because no anti-reflecting coating has been 
included in the structure. More details about the simulation 
strategy can be found elsewhere [18]. 

With the aim of getting rid of the surface recombination 
component, and hence, to fully assess the effect of the mi
nority carrier lifetime on the solar cell performance, Si 
subcell was simulated considering the presence of a non-
passivated l-(im thick, full-area BSF (doped at a theoreti
cally ideal NA=10 cm~ ) and considering a moderate 
GaP/Si interface recombination velocity of 10 cm/s. Con
tour plots for this simulation series are presented in 
Figure 3. Correspondingly, Table IV shows the evolution 
of Si bulk lifetime during the growth of the III-V structure 

Table IV. Simulated performance metrics for a Si bottom cell— 

with a low interface recombination velocity and considering the 

presence of a back-surface field—with respect to specific bulk 

Si lifetime values measured at different phases of the Ill-V/Si 

epitaxial process. A base doping level of NA = 2-10 c m -

was used. 

rb (us) Jsc (mA/cm Voc (mV) FF (%) 

1.0 

72 

467 

10.19 

13.94 

14.27 

475 

558 

611 

78.75 

81.13 

81.15 

and its simulated impact on the bottom cell performance 
for this scenario. Parameters in the table were calculated 
considering a base doping of NA = 2-10 cm~ , to repro
duce the experimental conditions of this study (i.e., the 
doping level of the wafers included in the experimental 
section was NA = 2 • 10 cm~ ). 

Figure 3 and Table IV show that under these conditions 
(i.e., presence of a BSF and moderate recombination veloc
ities), J s c and V0c are n°t being limited by the recombina
tion at the surfaces, instead becoming limited by the 
minority carrier lifetime in the Si bulk. As a result, any 
processes contributing to a recovery of minority carrier 
lifetime would produce a corresponding increase in the 
PV performance of the Si bottom cell (and, accordingly, 
the full multijunction device into which it will be 
integrated). 

As an example, Table IV evidences that the increase of 
the bulk lifetime that is produced during the growth of the 
GaAsP buffer layer in the experimental samples (i.e., mov
ing from 72 to 467 (is) is shown to have a deep impact on 
the bottom cell electrical performance, especially on its 
V0c a nd Jsc- Moreover, the base minority carrier lifetime 
has important repercussions on the internal quantum effi
ciency of the Si bottom cell, as evidence (Figure 4), ob
serving a clear degradation of this parameter as the 
lifetime becomes lower. 

However, it is important to highlight that despite the 
evolution of bulk lifetime along the different phases in
volved in the growth of the Ill-V/Si structure has reported 
to deeply affect the performance metrics of the silicon 
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Figure 3. Contour plots of Si bottom cell performance metrics as a function of base doping and minority carrier (electron) lifetime, (left) 

Short circuit current density (JSC); (center) open circuit voltage (VOC); (right) fill factor (FF). 
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Figure 4. Simulated IQE of the Si bottom cell (i.e. with BSF and 

GaP/Si interface recombination velocity of 10E2 cm/s) for each 

ifetime value included in Table IV. Recall that the simulated eel 

structure includes the GaP nucleation/window, GaAsyP1-y com

positional ly-graded buffer, and GaAs0.7P0.3 top layers. No ARC 

or rear reflector was included in the simulated structure. 

bottom cell (Table III), the improvement of the J s c with the 
minority carrier lifetime is only guaranteed until a certain 
point; that is to say, there is a lifetime value beyond which 
an increase on lifetime does not pay back in an improve
ment of the short circuit current (-500 (is for this particular 
IRV). Consequently, the increase of the lifetime beyond 
this point does not provide much improvement of the solar 
cell performance. In this sense, we can confirm that the mi
nority carrier lifetimes obtained after the growth of the 
GaAsP-graded buffers are sufficiently high for obtaining 
a high-quality solar cell. Increasing this value will not have 
important repercussions on the solar cell PV behavior 
when having a recombination velocity of 10 cm/s at the 
GaP/Si interface. 

While, in reality, subcell design optimization with re
spect to actual realized materials properties (minority carrier 
lifetime, front and back recombination velocity, etc.) would 
help to improve the performance under the conditions con
sidered here, the trends observed are nonetheless valid and 
provide strong motivation for focusing on not only lifetime 
recovery in the epitaxial process but also recombination ve
locity in the device structures where possible. 

recombination centers has not yet been unequivocally de
termined. Remaining possible degradation mechanisms in
clude contamination by fast-diffusing recombination 
species, such transition metals (e.g., Fe) or the formation 
of thermally induced crystalline defects, such as swirls, 
point defects or complexes with typical pre-existing atoms 
of C and/or O. Fortuitously, a stepwise lifetime recovery is 
observed during the subsequent III-V (GaP, GaAsyP^y) 
heteroepitaxy. This important recovery is most likely a re
sult of passivation of the thermally generated recombina
tion centers by means of atomic H, generated through the 
pyrolysis of precursor species during the III-V growth. 
This recovery mechanism was confirmed by the obser
vation of lifetime recovery after annealing low-lifetime 
GaP/Si samples at different temperatures in an AsH3 ambi
ent. Ultimately, the phenomena described herein—the sub
stantial and dynamic impact on the bulk minority carrier 
lifetime within the Si substrate, both degradation and 
recovery, as a direct result of the III-V heteroepitaxial 
process—has wide-reaching consequences for Ill-V/Si PV 
and will need to be accounted for in the development of 
future production processes. 

In order to assess the importance of having a high mi
nority carrier base lifetime in the overall PV performance 
of the associated Si bottom cell, the TCAD simulations, 
as a function of the Si bulk lifetime, were performed. When 
sufficiently low recombination velocities were considered 
(by adding a BSF and reducing the IRV at the GaP/Si inter
face), the cell performance shifted to be bulk recombina
tion limited, making the lifetime recovery discussed 
herein a key component for yielding high-performance 
cells, showing special importance on J s c , V0c and IQE. 

In summary, it was observed that minority carrier life
time of the Si substrates evolves during the processes 
needed to manufacture a hybrid Ill-V/Si MJSC. Such evo
lution may imply processes with deleterious effects on the 
lifetime that, if not recovered, will have a detrimental im
pact on the Si bottom cell performance. Therefore, design
ing processes that promote the recovery of the lifetime 
during the growth of the III-V structure is a must to sup
port the production of high-performance multijunction 
Ill-V/Si solar cells. 
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